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Figure 1.3: Schematic view of the inner and forward detectors of GLD. The horizontal scale
and the vertical scale is not same as indicated in the midle of the figure.

• a precision silicon micro-vertex detector,

• silicon inner (SIT) and endcap(ET) trackers,

• a beam profile monitor in front of BCAL,

• a muon detector interleaved with iron plates of the return yoke, and

• a moderate magnetic field of 3 T.

The iron return yoke and barrel calorimeters have dodecagonal shape (24-sided shape for the
outside of HCAL) rather than octagonal shape in order to reduce unnecessary gaps between
the muon system and the solenoid, between HCAL and the solenoid, and between TPC and
ECAL.

In addition to the baseline configuration, the following options are being considered.
Silicon tracker between TPC and EM calorimeter in the barrel region is proposed to improve
the momentum resolution still more. It is also suggested that a TOF counter in front of the
EM calorimeter can improve the particle identification capability, but this function could be
included in the EM calorimeter.

MDI (Machine Detector Interface) issues, as well as the physics requirements, give impact
on the detector design. Beam background has to be taken into account for the design of
ILC detectors. The beam pipe radius and inner radius of the vertex detector of GLD have
been determined based on the consideration of pair background (see Section 2.1). The
configuration of FCAL and BCAL of GLD has been chosen so that the back-scattered photons
produced by the dense core of pair background at BCAL do not hit the TPC drift volume
directly.

There are three options for the beam crossing angle; 2 mrad, 14 mrad, and 20 mrad.
In case of 20 mrad crossing angle, a dipole magnetic field could be implemented inside the
detector in order to cancel the transverse field component of the solenoid magnet for the
incoming beam and make the electron and positron beams collide vertically head-on. This
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The purpose is to optimize forward calorimeter (FCAL) inner radius to decrease 
TPC background.

Default value of FCAL inner radius was determined by simple head on geometry.

But… we have to verify it by full simulation.

FCAL Inner 
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FCAL Inner Radius Optimization

Z=230cm
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GLD Updates

(1) GLD overall size
    z        8m to 7.5m      with compensation coils
    R   7.65m to 7.2m    -15cm,45cm iron in z,R, respectively

(2) Experimental (EXP.) hall size
    Exp.hall   32m x 72m  to 25m x 55m  
       width : shorten by free end yokes with air pads
       { 7.5m (detector) + 
 　 　2.5m (crane access for concrete shielding) + 
        2.5m ( 3 cable chains (two for endcaps and one for barrel)) } x2   
        = 25m
        length :  shorten by surface assembly

without push-pull scheme



(3) Assembly procedure
      two assembly schemes at surface and EXP. hall 
      iron structure assembly 
          segmentation in sector  v.s. ring (CMS style)  
            - movement at the B-excitation ON and OFF

(4) EXP. hall crane access area (WxL) 
     18m x 39 m  
      Is this the size of plat form?



(5) Updates of "table of IR assumptions" @Beijing07

- At hall
    largest item to lift   400t to 280t *
     EXP hall crane       400t to 300t *
         e.g. endcap(φ/4, z/3), barrel (φ/12, R/2), coil

- At surface
   largest item to lift   280t ( end/φ4/z3. barrel/φ12/R2, coil )
   surface assembly cranes  300t and >20t   ( 400t , 20t )
     - hook height  25m (vertical installation of coil into cryostat)
   Welding operation is only here.
   All the detectors are tested here before the integration.
   Surface assembly hall crane access area   TBD
   Resulted volume of surface assembly hall  TBD
     ( two assembly buildings 100x25x25m )



ILC Detector Magnets
Possible Design Parameters

LHC ILC

unit ATLAS-
CS

CMS GLD LDC SiD 4th

Mag. Field T 2 4 3 4 5 3.5/-1.5

Diameter m 2.5 6.5 8 6.3 5.3 6 / 11

Coil thick. m 0.045 0.3 ~0.4(0.7*) ~0.3 0.4

Length m 5.4 12.5 8.9 6,6 5  11

St. Energy GJ 0,04 2.6 1.6 1.7 1.4  5.7

E/M kJ/kg 7 12 ~ 20  (12*) 13 12  

* Revision suggested 

A. Yamamoto, 9th ACFA-LC, Feb.4,2007

GLD  solenoid total weight  would change  from  270t   to 330 t
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Figure 2.64: Stress contour display against magneic force.

Configurations

Drawing of the iron yoke is shown in Figure 2.65. The prefered shape of the yoke is a
dodecagon from the viewpoint of the calorimeter design. There is a 50 mm air-gap between
the barrel-yoke and the end-yoke as cable holes. So the barrel-yoke structure is constructed
from twelve Muon modules. Each barrel Muon module consists of 9 layers with 50 mm thick
instrumental gaps. Thicknesses of steel plates are 50 cm in outer two layers and 25cm in other
layers, respectively. Few millimeters of flatness of steel plate should be taken into account
on the Muon detector design. Each end-yoke is planned to separate into four quadrants
containing eleven iron plates. Plate thickness of each layer is same as the corresponding
plate of the barrel yoke. The end-yoke can slide out in order to provide an access to the
inner detector. The iron yoke is sitting on an end-yoke transportation system.

Assembling

Assembling procedure for the barrel-yoke is shown in Figure 2.66. Each Iron plates are bolted
on the support frame. There are support jigs at each corner. Assembling will be done from
the bottom side and the outer layer. At end-yoke assembling, each pieces divided to eight
are assembled by welding. Because the end-yoke must withstand the huge magnetic force,
each piece should be fixed rigidly. After completing each segment, end-yoke is assembled by
bolting joints as shown in Figure 2.67.

Experimental Hall

One of the request from the facility study team is that the smaller experimental hall is
preferred from the viewpoint of the cost. To meat this request, a mechanism to open the

GLD-DOD:  Magnetic forces 18,000 t !

with no “75mmt plates”

75mm

with “75mmt plates” in every 90o

1.8mm

Iron structure 16,000t ( 7,500t barrel  and 6,500t endcap)

gravitational sag in barrel yoke = 1.8mm
seismic movement with 0.3G = 2.8mm (horizontal)
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Self Shielding

GLD:  “thinner iron structure”
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New iron yoke design

 Compensation coils for leakage field

L1: Z=10m,    R=1.5m,   6kAT
L2: Z=12.5m, R=2.45m, 4.5kAT
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Leakage B-field

 B field along r=0

Without compensation coil

With compensation coils
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Figure 2.65: Drawing of the GLD iron yoke.

Figure 2.66: Assembling procedure of the barrel-yoke.
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Figure 2.67: Assembling procedure of the end-yoke.

end yoke is important. The way to open the end yokes at the experimental hall is to rotate
the end-yoke by 90 degree like a door at first, then slide it along the beam direction about
10 m. Then, an access to the inner detector is possible. There are several kinds of moving
devices available in the market, such as linear-guide system, air-pad system and so on. It
is preferred to use an spherical roller table. Because the movement of the end-yoke is not
only in one direction, i.e., including rotation and sliding. The spherical roller table can be
used to move multi directions and air supply system is unnecessary. Figure 2.68 shows the
experimental hall. The size of the hall is 72 m length, 32 m width and 40 m high. Two area,
experimental area and maintenance area, are planed. The distance from the beam line and
the nearest wall is 9 m.

Conclusion

In this magnetic field design, field uniformity and leakage field can be satisfied. Those
are 0.2 mm and 40 gauss, respectively, and they are well below the criteria. To support the
magnetic force on the end-yoke, 75 mm-thick of support plate is necessary even though e!ects
of self-weight and seismic force are small. Parameters of the GLD iron yoke is summarized
in Table 2.11. Based on the basic plan of the assembling procedure and the experimental
hall presented here, more detail design is necessary.

Barrel

Endcap

GLD-DOD:  Assembling at EXP. Hall

no segmentation in z



Solenoid at installation

Solenoid

Iron yokes are open at installation.

New proposal for smaller experimental hall
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GLD-Surface:  Assembling at EXP. Hall
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Support tube is 
supported at 
concrete ledge 
from the tunnel.
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Electronics huts

Do we need the final doublet at the 
pre-commissioning?
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GLD push-pull adaptation

Q1:  Can we move the barrel,endcap and support tubes 
           without deformation?
        (deformation could destroy the beam pipe) 

Q2 :  How to support FD ?
           - maintenance of VTX, SIT
           - disconnection of beam pipes
           - mm movement of endcap during 3T solenoid excitation              
           - vibration and rigidity 
  The original scheme is as follows;
   ledge to support tube to FD,BCAL,FCAL,beam pipe to VTX,SIT

Questions



Q3 : Can the support tube is supported from floor on a platform ?
         or it is supported on the endcap ?
   - FD support may be common for all the detector concepts.

Q4: How to monitor the alignment of sub-detectors 
       during push-pull movement ?  
   - estimation of displacement is also need.

Q5 : Is the detector assembling scheme the same 
         with platform ?

Q6 : Detector calibration/performance stability 
         after push-pull movements ?
    - effects of solenoid magnetic field excitation ON and OFF



CMS Worksite – John Osborne 200
4

142 tons of high 
tensile steel in plug

22m x 22m x 2m
closed in 30min. 

CMS “Platform”
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XZ

QC-L QC-R
XZ

QC-L QC-R

Model-A

Small enough. Less than 2nm in all cases.

Model-B

Lager than 2nm at L*= 2m except for 10mm thick of CFRP.

Less than 2nm at L*= 4m.

(Model-A) (Model-B)

Relative amplitude at 2nd mode

3.85m

L*

CFRP

thickness of 
CFRP tube

L*

TungstenTungsten

supported at 7 and 8m
for ACFA-JLC detector

Stability of two final quadrupoles

Input GM
measured at ATF

Support tube

H.Yamaoka’s talk at LCWS2005

4nm 

2.4 nm

 with no CFRP



Tungsten masks  ( JLC, L*=2m)

no conical mask  but FCAL and BCAL  at GLD
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Assembling (JLC, L*=2m)

Components



テキスト

Assembling

Assembling (JLC, L*=2m)



1. Close(one side)
2. Fix

テキスト

3. Remove

テキスト

Completion!!

Assembling (JLC, L*=2m)

push-pull :  ledge to concrete base on the platform
                 or suport tube on the endcap

Platform
20m



Summary

1.  IR optimization will be continued.

2.  At present, GLD has no solution for push-pull scheme.

3.  There are a number of questions for the adaptation.

4.  We would like to investigate these questions 

      toward the EDR.

5.  We concern about stability of two final quadrupoles; 

      How to support them ?

           - on the platform   or on the detector ? 


